explicit the links of such efforts to the hard power of diplomacy and foreign policy, executed largely by "great men." The book frames Poland's democratic transition as an outcome of complex interactions involving actors, networks, and institutions across local, national and global scales. Domber's monograph is not, however, a history of 1980s Poland, nor does it explicitly further the transnational historiographical turn. [1] Instead, it challenges the "conventional wisdom" (4) of triumphalist US accounts of how Reagan and Bush supposedly won the Cold War. Disrupting purported causality between US policy and democratisation, Empowering Revolution seeks "to complicate, historicize and internationalize the understanding of Poland's revolutionary moment in 1989, with an analytical emphasis on gauging the effectiveness of American policy to promote democracy." (p.3) While the detailed depiction of political and diplomatic processes could be read against current attempts in Poland to instrumentalise the negotiated transition, Domber positions his book primarily against hawkish US foreign policy. Supporting "indigenous grassroots political influence, illustrated in the sixth chapter that concludes the chronological history, was enabling the "historical anomaly" of electing a communist president (p.239). This shows that the US was not only a "catalyst" to political change but also, when necessary, "an inhibitor," ensuring moderate figures remained central to evolutionary transition (p.251). The thirty-page conclusion almost equals some chapters in length. Domber summarises concisely his diplomatic history while adding some welcome cultural-historical flourishes, including reference to more radical opposition elements and the absurdist-inspired Pomarańczowa Alternatywa (273).
This conclusion creates the unfortunate impression, however, that readers could skip the often heavy-going empirical chapters. Domber's form reflects the content in detailing the painstaking, slow and often fruitless endeavours constituting much of the efforts of diplomats and foreign policy actors. Readers join the journey down many policy dead-ends, deep into the various encounters and cancelled meetings that cumulate in policymaking and, ultimately, historical change. Readers can become bogged down in sparingly-contextualised names and organisations. Empowering Revolution is no thrilling read. Several well-chose photographs offer some visual relief. Domber's sound approach to archives, including reading US policy and responses to it through Polish sources, enables both the Polish government and opposition to appear as subjects, rather than merely objects of US foreign policy calculations. Numerous freedom of information requests to UK and US institutions supplement his broad source base, likewise the expert interviews which stress the significance of subjective, personal, and affective elements in political decision-making. Domber thus convincingly counters "triumphalist" accounts, making "limitations of American power" (281) clear. However, the evidence is less convincing for substantiating his constant ranking of US influence behind other powers. He claims that "the minor role played by the United States' political and economic policies becomes even more apparent when compared with the overarching role played by the Soviet Union." (pp.260-261) He historicises his rankings, arguing that in 1986, for example, "the most important international actors were the Soviet Union, Western Europe, and the United States, in that order." (p.160) But this desire to rank creates tension with the sense that Cold War-era international politics were a precarious balancing act, with all actors enmeshed in Poland's negotiated transition.
The ranking underplays this complexity, as does the geographical and institutional fragmentation of some chapters, as different arenas are presented in isolation. So releasing Lech Wałęsa from prison on 14 November 1982, the PZPR was acting not according to "Western demands" but "the decision-making process was driven by Empowering Revolution, influence is not redistributed socially and internationally but recentred in "domestic factors" (281) and the "indigenous Polish opposition." (p.282) Domber communicates the painstaking, step-by-step realities of international relations and diplomacy, showing multiple actors, ranging from diaspora organisations to the World Bank and IMF. But his account may interest political scientists working on the United States more than students and scholars of Polish history. The extensive conclusion provides an adequate summary, with traces of an analytical thrust largely lacking from often heavy-going empirical chapters.
